MM 97-254

M I A M I

AT MIAMI, FLORIDA

Will, on completion of outstanding lead at Tampa, submit recommendation for authority to interview the subject.

-ADMINISTRATIVE-

Sources contacted negatively re subject during January and February, 1961 were:

FRANCISCO CAJIGAS, Head of Unidad Cubana de Liberacion.

RUDOLPH FERNANDEZ, PSI.

MODESTO DIAZ MARON, PSI.

ANGEL SANCHEZ MOSQUERA, former Colonel in Cuban Army.

JUAN RODRIGUEZ, member of White Rose anti-CASTRO organization.

MM 492-S.

EDUARDO HERNANDEZ, former Cuban Consul during 1958.

- INFORMANTS -

Identity

MM T-1 is MM 639-S.

Location

134-238-Sub A 383

Careful consideration has been given to each source concealed in this report and T-symbols were utilized only in those instances where identities must be concealed.
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